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What an achievement! “Ladies Choice” winner for the second year running at
Mansfield College (VSCC Concours d`Etat).Bob and Sue say it was the only Austin7
and the smallest car entered.
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The AGM is on September 28th at the OLD
Silhillians Sports Club, come and let us know what
YOU want from YOUR club.

AGM 28th September. Important notice.

Midlands Austin 7 Club Ltd
Company No 6803165

The Companies Act 1985 to 1989
Midlands Austin 7 Club Ltd (MA7C Ltd)

(A Company Limited by guarantee and not having a share capital)
Annual General Meeting
Wednesday 30th September 2015
NOTICE is hereby given that the 6th Annual General Meeting of MA7C Ltd will take place in the meeting room
at Old Silhillians at 2000 hours on Wednesday 30th September 2015 for the following purposes:
1. To receive and consider the report of the Directors for the end of year 30th September 2015
2. To receive Notification of the accounts for the financial year ending 28th February 2015
3. The Election of Directors (note 1)
4. The Election of the Committee (note 2)
5. To consider any other business notified in accordance with the Company's articles of Association
(note 3).
By order of the Board
R S Prophet (Secretary) 1st June 2015
Notes: 1. Two Directors were elected at the 2012 AGM. These directorships, which are now held by R
Bremner-Smith, Chairman, and I Devey, Treasurer, will not be up for re-election at the meeting. R S Prophet,
Secretary, was voted on as the third Director at the 2012 AGM and his position was formalised in 2013.
2. Members are encouraged to stand as members of the Committee; those wishing to do so should
notify the Secretary in writing of their willingness to serve not less than 14 days prior to the AGM and should
have the support of one proposer and one seconder, both of whom should be full members of MA7C Ltd.
3. Only items which have been included in the agenda for the AGM and notified to the Secretary not
less than 14 days prior to the AGM may be discussed during the formal part of the AGM. The board has the
discretion over the detail of the agenda.

Midlands Austin 7 Club Ltd, Company No: 6803165 Registered in England and Wales

Firstly, some reminders. This month is the AGM. Come along and have your say. We
need new ideas, we need your support and if justified we accept your criticisms too!
The current committee is prepared to stand again; however new blood would be
most welcome.
Next month is the Autumn Leaves Run on Sunday 16th
October, the entry form to be found elsewhere in this newsletter. Just to calm those
who may have poor lighting, Sun set in Birmingham is 1809hrs and no, the clocks
have not gone back.
The following Sunday, 23rd October, is the Restoration
Show at the NAC (that is the National Agricultural Centre) Stoneleigh. Andy Lowe is
organising this and there are a few tickets available to those who are prepared to
help man the stand. This is an 'in and out' event on the day and necessarily means
an early start. Contact Andy if you are willing to assist. His details are on the IFC.
November sees us in the NEC for the Classic Car Show, again this is being
organised by Andy, and if you can assist there are a few tickets available. This is a
three day event Friday, Saturday and Sunday 11th to 13th November. Build up is
Thursday 10th November. There is also a ticket deal offered by the organisers for
pre orders. See their ad elsewhere in the newsletter. Jenny and I have spent an
excessive amount of time at Upton House on three different events. Firstly there
was a WW11 event which Ken Turner arranged at the request of the National Trust.
There was a small display of cars, not all Austins, some motor cycles and some
bicycles, all appropriate to the period. A couple of weeks later Andy Lowe collected
33 Austins as part of our annual NT visit. The number of cars, the size of the display
on that magnificent drive, the weather, generally hot, and the amount of interest
from the public, made this the best yet. Finally, on 6th August, at the request of the
NT, Jenny and I took the A12 Clifton as part of their War time Wedding display with
a host of re-enactors, the Clifton with white ribbons was back drop for many photos.
The NT was disappointed by the non arrival of two Jeeps and a pair Royal Signals
motor bikes. However, one Riley, an A10 and Sgt John Rollason (Rtd) in his smart
chrome rad A7 saloon kept the public interested.
More recently, we have
attended the Brailles Show, a very busy and well supported display with about 7 x
A7s amongst 40 + vehicles; the Luddington Show and last week the VSCC Driving
Tests at Madresfield, which was a splendid low key competitive event with much
socialising, blessed with dry, if not too sunny conditions. Robin Boyce kept the
MA7C flag flying supported by Messrs Cooper and Prophet, our Secretary. This is
one for the 2017 diary, first weekend in September. Take a picnic. See you there
next year!
That's all for now.

Brem

Rally Scene 2016.

(Thanks to Rikk, who sent this earlier in the year.)
Friday 20th May Whit walks Greenfield Oldham, a
most enjoyable experience with International
bands from France, Germany, Sweden. University
bands from Warwick, Birmingham, Leeds, local
bands and famed names such as Brighouse, Black
dyke and representing the military The Kings own
troop. This redundant station with adverts is
positioned in the middle of the village.

Saturday 21st May we attended Moira
canal festival together with the Siddeley
owners club. Rain failed to spoil the day.

Here we are seen at Griffin Bedworth on the
following Tuesday, a cold night but a good
attendance with 70 vehicles during the course

of the night. Our Herald, receiving inspection.

Sunday 29th May our annual MA7C meeting now
in May at Stanford Hall. TOP 711 and crew
braving the chilly, but so far, dry day.

Monday 30th May Bidford Wings and Wheels. A
large number of stunning transport of all makes.
This Bugatti given to someone then stored for
over 30 years before being rediscovered was the
bee`s knees. What a find.

My choice of car of the show for many
reasons is this 1949 Bristol 400. There is
hardly a straight panel to be seen.

Sunday 5th June we travelled to Churchill. Too
late to be on MVPS stand we found ourselves
rubbing shoulders with this stunning 1904 20hp
Mors, already booked for the London to Brighton.

For what it`s worth this was my choice for car
of the show.
.
Immediately next door this equally fine 1926
6.5 litre Bentley Laundelette. This was
awarded car of the show being judged by
Paddy Hopkirk.

When reality and practicality finally kicks in
this very fine 1960 Singer Gazelle convertible is
the more affordable and practical option.

The following evening being POO night
at Weston Hall Brian and Anne
Coles very nice Ascot won Masters Class.
Here seen at an earlier event.
Congratulations are in order.

Sunday June 12th Stapleford steam. Action from this very nice venue as a double header is receiving
final attention before the off. Children of young, and senior age enjoying the day.

Rikk Harrison

We have been accepted for this year`s show(above), if you want to be involved
ring (0121 477 0547).
We set up on the Thursday 11th November. Show open to the public Fri,Sat &
Sun.
You can of course buy tickets at a discount by quoting the Club code shown in
adverts, these also usually give a return to the clubs you give the stub to.
Thanks Andy

*****************************************************
Also
If members are interested in taking part, assisting, attending or
displaying cars etc. at the NEC Classic Car Show or the Practical
Classics Restoration show at Stoneleigh, please contact Andy Lowe on
0121 477 0547 or andylowe@fsmail.net or speak to me at club night.

BRING & BUY
OCTOBER 26TH
NO SELLERS COMMISSION!
Bring your very useful (but not needed by you) Austin 7 spares or any
automobilia etc. If you don’t have any of these bring your wallet to
purchase these items as they are very useful and a good investment.
Will all vendors ensure that they label any items with their reserve price.
Any items not labelled will be sold and proceeds will go into club funds.
Vendors are requested to collect any unsold items at the end of the auction
please (can’t imagine there will be any unsold items!)

As usual the Bring & Buy will be held at the Old Silhillians approximate
starting time 8.30pm.

Sent by Ray Pritchard

Posted on Facebook by Andrew Gibbs in Australia

“Austin7 aka the “Baby” Austin. My parents drove one from Melbourne to Sydney in
1951 (over 1000km). It took them 7 weeks
It didn't help that they had a few mishaps along the way!”

1938 Mk II Ruby.

Excellent condition: the car was re-sprayed professionally a few years ago in the original maroon and
black; new tyres have been fitted and the mileage (8245) is believed to be original. The car is
currently in a cocoon in Bretignolles sur Mer in the Vendée, France. The engine is turned over from
time to time. The car was bought during the war by a US Serviceman who didn't return from a
mission so the car remained with the family. Photos available upon request
Currently, the owner (George Tee on dreamsite85@gmail.com) will trailer it back if requested.
£9,200 ono
*********************************************************************************

Classic Le-mans 24 hour 2016.
The seed for this adventure was planted over a year ago in June whilst at Shelsley Walsh with Bill
Robinson. Sitting alongside the track enjoying a pint Bill said at this time of life we should be ticking
off the list of things to do. Like what was my reply. Le-mans classic week end was one he wanted to
revisit. Over the following months and into the New Year the seed was nurtured and on the 6th of
June we were off to witness something I had not experienced before. Newhaven was to be our first
night stop, replenishing the fuel ready for the morning.
Breakfast over we drove the short distance to the ferry for the crossing to Dieppe. Following passport
control we were questioned about what we were carrying and insisted the back be searched before
continuing. On the quay was growing our own classic car show of exotic vehicles. Finally on board we
set sail relaxing over a beer or two for the four hour crossing. Moored up it took very little time for
the ferry to disgorge its contents onto French soil. A cursory passport check and we were on our way.
Thinking we had given ourselves more than enough time, events conspired in an attempt to derail
our efforts.
Things quietly progressing we approached Yvetot where the map said there was a stretch of road we
were to connect with taking us south, it eluded our search. Retracing our route eventually we
accosted a group of Gendarme, Bills French being sufficient, they were as confused as we and unable
to give directions. Pressing on we fell across another route which would take us almost to our
destination.
With wide open almost flat countryside we would make excellent time, stopping only to confirm our
progress. Cloudless skies and warm temperatures made for pleasant driving. Taking a comfort break,

a split screen camper van seen earlier passed in a shroud of oily smoke only to be seen later in a layby, back open. By early evening we had covered 146 miles, Le Hamel Fresnay should be close.
Entering Alencon the trail went cold. We made considerable enquiries eventually ringing our hosts,
David rescuing us off Carrefour car park. Thirty minutes later we were relaxing in the evening
sunshine enjoying a beer in very pleasant surroundings. Evening meal complimented with wine was
excellent.
Cloudless skies, breakfast alfresco, off to practice day. Using the Peage we continued to Ecommoy
just seven Kilometres south of Mulsanne, buzzed nearly all the way by Ferrari, Maserati, Porsche,
Aston, GT 40, Lotus, D type and others.
Arnage was our first visit, returning there after an aborted attempt to gain entry closer to the
grandstand. With beverages on the circuit seven euro's a pint we limited our intake.Jaguar were on
parade with a lot of side drifting through the chicane and bends, no quarter given. Jaguar silk cut on
parade being filmed by the media. A bar in Mulsanne provided a refuge for a meal, before visiting the
Mulsanne Straight for the remainder of the day. Late evening we returned to the bar to see two
1920's Vauxhalls, first seen in Newhaven slid gracefully to a stop, their base over the weekend. Then
time to head to our base, beer, dinner and the comforts of home.
Late breakfast, off to race day arriving in plenty of time to soak up the atmosphere. Hamper in tow
with mandatory refreshments we settled down. Conversations abound of friends failing to arrive at
Le-mans even after two and a half hours, and general chaos around the course.
4pm race day the quiet and tranquillity suddenly shattered as the first class came into view the lead
car already building a substantial lead. Approaching fast, still changing up the bark of exhaust note
deafening as they flashed by disappearing into Arnage. Possibly 40-50 cars strung out making for a
memorable sight. Highlights for me were seeing Bentley, Talbot, Mercedes, Lagonda, Lotus, Lola,
Coventry Climax racing in their respective class, the whole day never failing to excite. Racing
continued a pace with hardly a break.
With dusk falling the atmosphere changed. Eye in the sky put to bed, we settled down for the night.
Pedal hard down screaming along the Mulsanne straight, headlights on, brake discs glowing red, with
two foot flames leaping from the exhaust made for a spectacular sight. The natives were getting little,
if any, sleep. Only one race was abandoned following two spills, no serious injuries. As Dawn broke I ,
and only one other spectator remained, the Tannoy still playing loudly. Effects of the night vigil taking
its toll I returned to the car around 6.30. Bill was rousing from his slumbers and agreed to abandon
our plans to make for the grand stand, but to return me to base and sleep.
The evening meal was very welcome with sufficient refreshments, disturbed only by the odd spots of
rain you could count from a rogue cloud. First rain we had seen.
Breakfast over we thanked our hosts and headed for the open road once more still hood down.
Queuing at the end of the Peage, a new van stopped the driver's side resembling corrugated
sheeting. Bringing this to Bills attention the driver said " Don't do what I did " what was that ?. He fell
asleep on the motorway.
The most direct route being around Rouen we suddenly found ourselves heading for Paris,
regrouping quickly, driving across country arriving on the quayside with time to spare and view the
returning enthusiasts. Just over four hours later we were at our lodgings for the night.

Leaving Newhaven behind it was not long before we exercised the hood, first time in almost a week.
Clouds becoming darker and rain heavier, visibility reduced to just a few yards on occasions. Pressing
on I arrived home mid afternoon.
Eager to get off, another thirty
minutes would see Bill home.

Bill and attentive friend enjoying
breakfast alfresco.

Mulsanne straight, with action aplenty!

Bill hoping to take this one home I suspect.

Vauxhalls slip into a spot outside the bar in
Mulsanne.
Bill, relaxing in the background!

Appearing as if a ghost, this beautifully
sculptured Bentley outside the same bar.

These Riley's dressed for the
occasion taking a rest in the
shade.

Lea Francis waiting to board the
ferry for home and a comfortable
garage, for a well earned rest.

Here is another piece of local machinery
waiting for the crossing and home.

Rikk Harrison

ED. Well done to you both!

Hi there! I live on The Austin Village and am events co-ordinator on the village committee. Next year, as
I`m sure you all know, the village that Herbert Austin created for his workers turns 100 years old. On May
21st we are holding a huge centenary celebration to which everyone is welcome.
I create Christmas cards each year for the village in order to raise funds for The Austin Village
Preservation Society & our centenary next year, and this is 2016s design by myself!
They are £5 for a pack of 5 and proceeds go towards the village. If you are interested in purchasing a
packet, just message me and I will put you on the pre order list (they will be available to collect from
myself on the village first week of October)
Alternatively they are being sold online through www.meganevans.bigcartel.com
We only have a run of 100 packets being printed, and so far within 48 hours already 47 packets have
been ordered so be quick!

Thanks Megan

1946 Austin 8 owned for the last 26 years and is retiring from Suffolk to Scotland and
wishes to sell it.
It is up and running and in a good condition and could be used immediately. The sun roof needs new seals so
has been temporarily sealed and the seats need feeding.

Looking for £3250 or reasonable offers.
Barry Maynard tel no is 01359221586. Alternatively contact David Charles for better pics at the Austin
Seven Special Register mail@a7special.co.uk

Austin 7 Clubs Association Archives Project

The Archive Project has made some good progress in the last 3 months. The digitisation of our first tranche of
materials by Hampshire County Council has gone very well and on the 21st July a small ‘hand over’ ceremony
took place at the Council offices in Winchester with members of the Hampshire County Council Archive staff
and members of the Project team with 2 Chummies in attendance. Hampshire is proving to be an excellent
partner and have delivered images to a remarkable standard. We are delighted with the work they have done
for us so far. Our Web Master, Chris Charles has embarked on the development of a series of pages to be
added to the Association web site to enable these images to be viewed. This will include the current collection
of Handbooks and Parts list along with the Trophy collection photographed earlier. These pages will be added
to over time as we digitise more of the collection. A ‘pre release’ version of Chris’ work will be available to
view at the Open Day at the archives at Lubenham on Sunday August 14th. The Archive will be open from 10am
– 4pm and we will have a number of exhibits which will give an insight into what the Archive holds. The archive
is held at the Triumph Six Sports Car Club HQ, Main St, Lubenham LE16 9TF. There is plenty of parking on site
so why not come in an Austin 7 and make a day of it. All are welcome and we would be delighted to see you.
Hopefully this will be in your Club Magazines before the date! (ED Sorry we had already gone to press.)
We have also prioritised our next tranche of materials and will be sending the collection of Show Brochures etc
to Winchester in September.

In physical terms, the Archive is now much better organised and the complete collection has been gone
through and arranged into logical groupings. New and more appropriate homes are being sought for Archive
material we hold that is unrelated to the Austin 7 (eg. some of the Stanley Edge collection that relates to his
military work during WWII). As part of the organisation, the collection of photographs has been sorted into
one area and work has started to go through them in detail. They will be ordered first by year and we will
create an initial count of the total number of photos we have and commence cataloguing them. This will be
quite a considerable piece of work for the ‘Thursday Working Party’ and may take some time. Volunteers are
always sought and I’m delighted to welcome local A7 owner, Alan Garaghty to the group.
We are still very much in need of the services of a Digital Archivist. This is a very important position for the
Project and for the Association generally in the longer term. Please, if you have the required skill set (see the
advert in Grey Mag. 2016B, p 11) or would like any more information, I’d be delighted to hear from you. My
email address can be found at the bottom of this article.
Don’t forget, we publish everything related to the Project on the Archive pages of the Association web site, so
you can follow the Project’s progress in detail there. At the same place, you can now sign up for an occasional
e-mail newsletter we are planning to start issuing to keep you all abreast of our progress.

Hugh Barnes
archiveproject@a7ca.org

Madresfield
From the Chair Chat


A Bedelia, no reverse.
This was achieved by two
grandchildren, both also
competing in Austin 7s



Robin Boyce waiting before the line with two Austins at the rear.





A Faithful family servant.
A7 at rest, watching the
youngsters perform!

Robin says his car was performing really well but that the last few remaining grey cells
ensured that he didn't bother the engravers.

Very long term Austin 7 owners Mike Bullett, driving, and Brian Grey wondering what on
earth he was thinking of, try out Mike's 1912 Bedelia. The long lever moves the back axle to
take up drive and control speed. The name is pronounced to rhyme with "failure" according
the pilot.

A Glimpse of the Guildtown Rally in Scotland
If you have never been up to The Scottish Rally then you ought to do it at least once!
ED

Can you spot the car from MA7C ?

From Sandy Gibson

Put the date in your diary and enter today!

Subscriptions are due.
ED. What a parting shot! Hope to see you all at the AGM
Cheers for another Club year, Lesley

